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Nancy’s Knit Knacks LLC

Spinning Equipment Catalog
Innovative Tools for the Fiber Arts Industry

Jumbo Lazy Kate (“Katie a-Go Go”)

Our Lazy Kate is a fully tensioned, 3 bobbin Kate. It has
many features that make it special. It measures 7” x 7”
and has 8” tall bobbin rods (3/16” dia.) which can
accommodate every bobbin in the industry. Hardwood
construction and it comes packed in a custom denim
bag. Fully assembles/disassembles in a few seconds.
The user can transfer yarn from a spindle using our
drinking straw transfer and storage system.

Anything but Lazy Kate (New)

Our newest spinning tool is a Lazy Kate that is designed to
handle all yarns including the new art yarn. Unit is
designed with a tilt-lid gravity tensioning system. The unit
also has adjustable tension guides and a conventional
tensioning cord system. Plus, our lid can be adjusted to any
angle between 0 and 45 degrees. Bobbins are spaced out
6” from center to center which means the Kate can hold
overloaded 5” diameter bobbins. Everything can be packed
inside the unit and the lid can be locked in a closed
position. Measures 13-1/2” x 6-1/2” x 2-3/4 thick. It is the
most advanced Lazy Kate on the market. (Prototype pictured)

Nancy’s Niddy Noddy

Sturdiest Niddy Noddy on the market. It will not break or
fall apart. Can measure 1, 1.5, and 2.0 yards plus a 27”
sampler. Optional 34” arm is available which makes a 4
yard skein. Innovative connection system uses custom
connection bolts to secure the parts together. Comes
packed in a denim carry case. All hardwood construction.

Nancy’s Niddy Noddy is preferred by spinners who
demand the best performance and quality.
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Handy Andy Andean Plyer
The Handy Andy Andean Plyer is a unique tool that
allows the spinner to ply yarn the same way that the
shepherds did in the Andes Mountains with their
hands many years ago. Except our tool replaces your
human hand with a wooden hand. The Handy Andy
then mounts onto its base where you can ply the yarn
back onto your spinning wheel or drop spindle.
It’s a one-of-a-kind tool that spinners really
appreciate. It ends the problem of “blue finger.”

Spinner’s Lap Cloth
The Spinner’s Lap Cloth is a high contrast model and
features black fabric on one side and a white fabric on the
other. This allows the spinner to see their fiber in the
"drafting zone" while they spin. Simply use the dark side
for light colored fibers and the light side for dark colored
fibers. The cloth is made of 2 layers of sturdy 6-7 oz. Twill
fabric (cotton/poly blend) which is washable. Includes an
innovative pocket. The main section measures 13" deep by
22" wide. The pocket section measures 13" deep by 7".

Learn to Spin Kit and Spindles (LTS)
Our LTS Kit includes our own spindle which is ideal for new
spinners. It weighs only 45 grams plus it has a notch on
each side of the disc for the fiber to rest in. We include an
ounce of quality fiber and a 30 minute DVD which shows
the beginner how to use a spindle. Nancy Shroyer is the
instructor in the video and she guides the beginner on all
of the aspects of spinning that they will need to know. Our
spindle is also available by itself.
Wraps Per Inch Tool Kit
Best selling Wraps Per Inch (WPI) tool on the market.
Wooden tool has a laser etched ruler on it which is used to
measure WPI of a yarn. Comes with its own Knit-Kard that
provide s info about WPI and a useful WPI chart.

Spinning Project Kards
Each set includes 10 kards. They are made from rigid
cardstock and are very durable. Kards are designed to be
written on. The spinner records important information
about their spinning projects on the kards. 4” x 6”

Please check our current price list for Spinning Tools.
Nancy’s Knit Knacks LLC, 104 Hobblebrook Ct., Cary, NC 27518 USA
800-731-5648 Fax: 866-445-4371 www.nancysknitknacks.com info@nancysknitknacks.com
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